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Cine historically psychiatrists less rely on technology and application of computer software in practice was inappropriate—is it possible to mental illnesses, violation of consciousness, changes in inexhaustible range of emotional manifestations as measured by processing machine, as the main instrument for diagnosing mental disorders is acting psychiatrist, has, in addition to appropriate education, and specific set of personal qualities (logical thinking, and the inclination to reflection, empathy, etc.)\(^1\). Despite this interest some psychiatrists to being able to use computer programs in research and practical work sporadically became manifest since the mid 20\(^{th}\) century [3–6], that is, from the very beginning of the introduction of computers in medicine. One of the first developers of computer programs for Psychiatry [7] enthusiastically assumed that eventually computers will also be in demand for the diagnosis and treatment of patients as a clinical and laboratory research.

Promising were developing decision support systems, widely applicable in other fields of medicine and themselves into several types according to their appointments [8]:

a) advising or assisting (leaving a role as consultant for the man) used in clinical practice;
b) test and criticizing or opponents have been widely disseminated in the course of training; in the decision of tasks of system analysis) and evaluation used in basic research.

Evolution of technological progress in the field of software reflects the four basic categories of DSS:

1. System of collating information, requiring the active work of the expert (EA) for a final decision. This category includes a searchable database of information (electronic directories, archives, etc.).

2. Clinical systems “trends” or ranges of states with the opportunity to develop a strategy for health care. DSS this category operate on the principle of generating recommendations based on generally accepted and official standards of practice.

3. A system of deductive retrieval on the principle of “logical” tree-selecting responses to consistently offered by questions from the imposed system, knowledge base, you can get automatically made diagnostic or therapeutic recommendations tailored to each patient.

4. Systems multimodel knowledge management using sophisticated models logically display the answer, for example, on the basis of neural networks (mathematical models that mimic some of the biological properties of the nervous system) or analysis of statistical discrimination for accurate diagnosis or prognosis of the disease. Such systems have the ability to use the self-study and fuzzy logic (mathematical representation of uncertainties and ambiguities, which recalls the work of the human mind in decision-making during processing of approximate information).

The first two categories are widely used in practice, but not relevant to the intelligent decision support systems and help execute helper function.

Deductive systems deserve close examination search and multimodel knowledge management.

\(^1\) In the United States in the period from 1996 to 1997, the survey was 12528 practicing physicians of various specialties on the role of computer technology (registration and recording of clinical data and/or information search on treatment) in their daily work. According to the information received, psychiatrists are least relied on information systems compared with doctors in other specialties [1]. This trend to several factors—the lack of convenient and user-friendly interfaces for psychiatric practice, low levels of computer literacy among psychiatrists, compared with doctors in other specialties, issues of confidentiality and security of a specific number of patients [2].
One of the first DSS, according to available literature, can be considered diagnostic program DIAGNO [9–11], which is based on deductive built “logical trees. Basis of programme DIAGNO—a series of questions with two answers (“yes” or “no”) by major diagnostic areas with the subsequent automated formulation of the most likely diagnosis is unique for each clinical case. Three versions of the programme, taking into account changes of clinical criteria and classifications of mental disorders (disease ontology, DSM-III and DSM-IV). DIAGNO developers hoped that this would reduce the time clinicians DSS primary consultation, however, the diagnostic computer program coherence and the private views of the independent expert was about 60% [11], because an important drawback of the system is the lack of accuracy of data entered when correcting diagnosis due to carelessness and inattention users answers program.

Similarly (“logical tree, but with answer options “yes”, “no” and “unknown”) operates a modern AGRI-CB-SCID1 (Computer-based Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis 1 Disorders) [12], based on clinical criteria for the DSM-IV. The system allows to correlate the survey identified symptoms and syndromes, and if the number of clinical criteria reaches the level required for the installation of the diagnosis, the program automatically generates a report. In the year 2015 was released on-line version of CB-SCID1 with the function of choices of medical appointments.

A fundamentally different method used the developers of Missouori Standard System of Psychiatry (SSOP) [7; 13], found wide application to address clinical and legal issues in psychiatry. Formalized description of psychopathology, consistent with standard structured surveys or other, the authors compared with conventional texts, descriptions of mental status during the reception of patients. After the aggregation based on linear discriminant analysis, highlighted eight “categories” of patients, accounting for 95% of diagnoses. To work with DSS SSOP doctors must fill out two forms describing mental status—source and control. Impaired specified SSOD recognized the limited capacity for clinical practice, primarily to assess the forecast. It is worth mentioning the value of the program to identify patients with different risk groups—non compliance, with suicidal tendencies, aggression, etc., in addition, a large amount of clinical information has become useful in the formulation of similar programmes — such as CAPS (Community Adjustment Profile System) [14], focusing on the recommendations change treatment of individual patient data, comparing it with similar cases, available in the knowledge base of the programme.

A slightly different direction chosen developers SSOD SADDESQ (Clinical decision support system for the diagnosis of the band spectrum disorders) [15], functioning as a “trainer” training for students for the diagnosis of psychotic disorders. The system knowledge base contains clinical data, organized in several ways. Logical tree questions allow you to diagnose with accuracy of 66–82%, and apparently that is why medical practice system is not implemented.

Several programs have been developed for monitoring the state of the DSS patients and the effectiveness of therapy. System Algorithms for Effective Reporting and Treatment (ALERT) [16] was created by analogy with the principles of work system SSOP, but has the ability to contribute along with the psychopathological variables and data to the subjective assessment of quality of life. In addition, the system provides two ways to enter information for doctors and patients at the specified intervals in time (daily, weekly, etc.). It is assumed that the function of feedback will help to change behavioural strategies (kouping models) in patients that would enhance the effectiveness of treatment and
rehabilitation activities. Since 1999 the ALERT system has been used successfully in the field of health insurance.

The next generation of DSS in addition to recommendations for the diagnosis and therapy includes alerting features based on analysing those or other indicators when making them. Modai et al. [17] and a Luchins et al. [18] describe two programmes, warning physicians about changes in laboratory parameters. Author Chen et al. [19] is a program that monitors the compliance of patients with schizophrenia based on analysis of pharmacy orders, which potentially allows you to change the psychocorrectional event.

On the unification of diagnostics, optimization of the treatment and prevention of recurrent unipolar depression using evidence-based medicine guidelines aims automated programs compTMAP [20], which is developed based on the results of a large-scale digitization was clinical approval project algorithms treat Texas Medication Algorithm (TMAP) [21] with the subsequent successful approbation and validation.

The complexity of implementing the programs listed above is linked to a greater extent from the fact that traditionally, information on psychopathology (clinical history and mental status) is an unstructured texts that are easy to store, but cannot process: natural language clinician does not translate into abstract information for machine analysis. To overcome such difficulties, Eiduson [22] offers store data on psychiatric examination in two ways: in the form of a structured, formalized questionnaire and unstructured text data included in the DSS PsyCHES (Psychiatric Case History Event System) which can perceive narrative history with his organization in units of information called “events”. Each event consists of temporary and clinical characteristics as well as the circumstances of the state change. The main feature of the PsyCHES of the system lies in the ability of mathematical modeling of flow prediction of diseases.

Development of computer technologies with the introduction of functions of neural networks has enabled developers to create experimental multi-model DSS, which uses machine learning mathematical models 3: backpropagation neural networks (BPNN), radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) and support vector machine (SVM) [23]. Artificial neural network (ANN)-mathematical model built on the principles of the biological neural networks. ANN is a group of objects-“neurons”, connected relationships through entrances and exits. Served at the entrance “neuron” data processed using the activation function and if it exceeds the threshold, the signal is transmitted with this value through the exit to “neuron” in the next layer. As a rule, ANN consists of several layers of “neurons”: the first layer “neurons” receives input, following several layers handle activation signals the first layer and transmit their signals the last layer, which produces the result. ANN feature is that they require no programming, and learning. After training a neural network is able to carry out the synthesis and working with incomplete data and partially correct, restoring the missing signals. The multimodel DSS uses neural network with back propagation errors with hyperbolic tangent activation function. To describe the clinical picture used 44 variables collected based on a survey of 400 patients, randomly divided into 4 groups. According to calculations by authors, innovative method allows you to increase the accuracy of diagnosis of mental illness to 98.75%.

High level diagnosis of endogenous mental illnesses in the long term ensure the widespread adoption of research results in the field of genetics, epigenetics, genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, lipidomics and other biological sciences. Selection and veri-
fication of specific biomarkers\(^2\) of endogenous diseases may open new perspectives to clarify their ethiomechanisms [24; 25]. Multitasking a common algorithm for diagnosis and treatment of endogenous diseases makes them complex and ambiguous nosological boundaries\(^3\) confirmed by numerous studies of molecular-genetic predictors [28–32]. For an account of the whole array of possible cross-interactions of various factors required for specialized DSS. The experience of the developers area of bioinformatics systems for solving the problems of molecular biology, which is conducted on hundreds and most of whom are already in a free on-line access\(^4\), restricted to clinical medicine without involving data about mental disorders. Offered several DSS for differential diagnosis of monogenic diseases accompanied by mental retardation, which include information about optional symptomatology, accompanying basic pathology [45–48]. Basis of algorithm of automated search diagnosis DSS “NeuroGen” and “OftalmoGen” is a method of deterministic linear classification decisive function. The program automatically analyzes the user’s input and produces symptoms differential-diagnostic range with a possibility of treatment in case of need to the virtual adviser tasked with analyzing captured data with subsequent narrowing of the differential-diagnostic series.

Promising development of DSS xGenCloud [49] built a modular design with associative rules formed connection phenotypic (psychopathological) characteristics with known variations and polymorphisms involved in the etiopathogenesis of mental illness. Integration of internal services knowledge bases to refill the main open scientific resources ensures timely updating of data. xGenCloud system provides full private introduced information by assigning each clinical observation of complex identification number. Genetic testing panels are being developed taking into account the achievements of psychofarmakogenetics.
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\(^2\) Growing interest in biological factors in the etiology of mental disorders indirectly illustrates the fact that the number of publications, search for the keyword “genetics” and “Psychiatry” PUBMED portal on the genetics of mental disorders has steadily increased from 448 articles in 2011 to 3582 in 2015, and 2016 for an incomplete year number of publications exceeded 1690.

\(^3\) Examples include the analysis of one molecular-genetic networks associated with the serotonin system. For 72 proteins-known molecular components serotonin system built by the earl of molecular-genetic interactions with other proteins and genes and their indirect interactions (through molecular partner), as well as associations with disease and biological processes. As a result, it was revealed that the associative network serotonin system of the first level contains protein, 1625 gene, disease and 412 processes. Associative network of second level includes 7284 protein and gene 4534 [26; 27].

\(^4\) Muscle [33; 34]-multiple comparison of nucleotide and amino acid sequence listings; PHYLIP [35]-package phylogenetic programs; Phylo_win [36]-phylogenetic analysis; Act (Artemis Comparison Tool) [37]-Genomic analysis; Bioconductor is [38]-scale project that provides many separate packages for bioinformatics research; BLAST [39]-search related sequences in the database of nucleotide and amino acid sequence listings; DnaSNP-analysis of DNA sequence polymorphism [40–42]; UGENE is a free Russian tool, multiple nucleotide and amino acid sequence alignment, phylogenetic analysis, annotation, database [43; 44].
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